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The winter quarter of 2021 has brought many surprises, including major fluctuations in the stock market,

and the investments team at Bruin Stock Group has managed to sail through it all. Bruin Stock Group

managed to beat all the major index funds within the U.S Stock Market, including the S&P 500 and the

Nasdaq Composite Index. With strong performances from certain sectors within our portfolio, our

investment fund managed to provide 14.51% returns on $521,960.40. Our quarterly returns beat the S&P

500 by approximately 9% and the Nasdaq Composite Index by 2%.

There were particularly strong performances in the crypto sector of our fund, where our portfolio

managers secured big returns on the rise in Dogecoin, and the ever-growing Ethereum and Bitcoin.

Traditionally, such investments are considered volatile, however, due to good intuition, Bruin Stock

Group managed to secure a position very early on Bitcoin and Dogecoin, thus profiting on the increase in

their investments.

On the right is a visual

representation of the

diversification of the various

assets under management at

Bruin Stock Group. In the

winter quarter of 2021, Bruin

Stock Group provided a high

diversification ratio on it’s

investments.

The portfolio managers at Bruin Stock Group used multiple financial instruments to try and increase the

liquidity of their investments as well as maintain a strong position on their value investments.

Fundamentally, Bruin Stock Group held on to strong value positions while trading at a higher pace on

volatile investments such as cryptocurrencies.

The general consensus among our portfolio managers is that the stock market is expected to experience a

slow increase until the end of 2021. In the month of March, news about the potential increase in inflation,



rise in bond yields, and collapse of the investment fund Archegos Capital added to investor concerns over

the outlook of the stock market. In the early month of April, investors remained hesitant about the

economic recovery; they needed more tangible proof either through earning and quarterly reports that

such recovery was actually taking root.

Despite these hesitations, the stock market proved to be strong throughout this month with the improved

economic conditions and broadened vaccine programs. In this week alone, jobless claims dropped from

566,000 (last week) to 533,000. On April 30, 2021, there were two key reports issued: (1) the Commerce

department noted that personal income and consumer spending had moved up strongly in March, aligning

with expectations and (2) first quarter GDP showed a 6.4% annualized rate of growth. Despite the

unsettling news on inflation and rising index prices of 4.1% during this period, the US markets remain in

a bull run with no immediate risk of a stock market crash ahead; however, there may be slight pullback.

Suspicions for this pullback may not be ungrounded.

Reports showed that while American foreign investments have doubled recently, domestic investments

have begun to lag. Furthermore, the tax hike announcement from Biden may have negative implications

as the wealthy will not be willing to pay 44% in tax and, instead, choose to move their income elsewhere,

thereby shifting tax burden onto consumers. Other than the pullback, the markets are expected to maintain

a strong economic performance for the second half of 2021 because of the expectation in the distribution

of $1.9 trillion in Federal stimulus funds and the continuing, positive progression of vaccine production

and distribution.

The investments team at Bruin Stock Group remains positive for the ongoing spring quarter of 2021. Of

course, as the world recovers from the pandemic, markets will continue to open up, and Bruin Stock

Group will look into the buy-side opportunities available in the market. Our team is keen on investing in

Bitcoin again, with hopes of a surge, while also maintaining value investments in companies such as

Disney (NYSE: DIS) and technology investments like Snowflake (NYSE: SNOW). With confidence, we

will be able to make smart returns on these investments while also diversifying into cryptocurrencies too.


